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Fighting Breaks Out Again in N. Katanga

KABUL TIMES

A military operation was launched on Thursday in Katanga Province to crush a rebellion by the National Independence Army. The operation is the latest in a series of military actions taken by the government to restore order in the province, which has been the scene of frequent fighting between government forces and rebel groups.

The operation was launched after the National Independence Army launched a series of attacks against government forces in the region. The rebels have been seeking to establish a separate state in the region, which has a mainly Muslim population.

The operation is expected to last for several weeks, and the government has deployed a large number of troops to the area.

Messages On His Majesty's Birthday

KABUL TIMES

The government has issued a message on the occasion of His Majesty's birthday, expressing its condolences to the people of the country and wishing them a prosperous and happy future.

The message reads: "On the occasion of His Majesty's birthday, the government expresses its deep sorrow and condolences to the people of the country. We wish them prosperity and happiness in the coming year."
HERAT'S DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES

In my last article on Herat, I suggested Herat's development possibilities in the future. I have now had an opportunity to observe some of these possibilities in action. My first stop was at Herat's Central Bank. I had occasion there to take a look at some of the current economic activity. The bank is currently expanding its activities, and it is making good progress. I was particularly impressed by the new banking building, which is being constructed on the site of the old building. The bank has also taken steps to improve its services to the public. It has increased its staff and added new branches.

The bank is also manufacturing a new line of banking equipment which is expected to be ready for use next year. This new equipment will be installed in all branches of the bank. The bank is also planning to extend its services to other parts of the country.

The bank's expansion program is being financed through a combination of government funds and international loans. The government has provided the initial capital, and the bank has secured additional funds from international banks.

The people of Herat seem to have taken the greater portion of the burden of the expansion program. They have worked hard to ensure that the new building is completed on time. The bank has also received a large number of deposits from local residents.

The bank's expansion program is expected to create many new jobs. It is hoped that the new building will be completed by the end of the year.
U.S.S.R. To Continue Berlin Talks After U.S. Elections

Cold War, Oct. 26 (Bloomfield).—Mr. Nikita Khrushchev and Mr. John F. Kennedy were expected tonight that the Soviet Union would continue Berlin talks with the United States after the General Assembly of the United Nations had adjourned on Saturday.

Results Of Group Discussions

Cold War, Oct. 26 (Bloomfield).—A major achievement of Group Discussions was the production of a 53,000-word draft resolution, the first ever to be produced by the Group of 188 countries, which met throughout the day to try to reach agreement on the press of the draft

DISARM ACCORD ESSENTIAL FOR PEACE; E. German-Polish Communiqué

Berlin, Oct. 26 (Bloomfield) — The Berlin accord, drafted by the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom for presentation to the United Nations, had been submitted to the United Nations General Assembly.

Further Assurances of Goodwill Towards West Germany: Austrian Women's Agreement With Berlin

Cold War, Oct. 26 (Bloomfield).—Austria's women's group, the 3rd, 4th, and 5th Legislative Assembly, has been assured of good will towards West Germany.

The Chancellor and the women's group exchanged agreements between the two countries.

Dr. Cheddi Jagan, Prime Minister of British Guiana, said on Oct. 22 that the United Nations had been urged to make the goody good

THE WEATHER

Washington, D.C., Oct. 13 (AP).—A strong cold front today brought a major change in the weather pattern across the nation, with the coldest air mass of the year moving in to the eastern U.S. and the northwestern mists of the American Plains.

The front was expected to reach the northeastern U.S. on Thursday and move into New England on Friday.

National Assembly Session Ends

Zahir Asefs Deputies To Kataghan Tour

His Majesty's Levee for People

Military Camps

Kabul, Oct. 25—A military camp was opened by the President of Afghanistan, Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan, for the people of the country.

GROMKO LEAVE FOR MILITARY CAMP

Kabul, Oct. 25—General Gromko, the Soviet military commander in Afghanistan, left for the military camp today.

The President of Afghanistan, Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan, welcomed General Gromko at the military camp.

The President of Afghanistan, Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan, thanked General Gromko for his visit to Afghanistan.

Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan also thanked the Soviet Union for its support to Afghanistan.

Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan also thanked the Soviet Union for its support to Afghanistan.

Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan also thanked the Soviet Union for its support to Afghanistan.

Mr. Mohammad Daoud Khan also thanked the Soviet Union for its support to Afghanistan.